
 
Application 

                                                                       

SELECTION CRITERIASELECTION CRITERIASELECTION CRITERIASELECTION CRITERIA    
    
Entrepreneurial Ability & ResourcefulnessEntrepreneurial Ability & ResourcefulnessEntrepreneurial Ability & ResourcefulnessEntrepreneurial Ability & Resourcefulness    
The most successful entrepreneurs show ample resourcefulness and are consistently able to do more 
with less. They are bold thinkers and inspire other people to support their vision. 
 
Examples: 
- Previous record of starting new initiatives 

- Ability to easily or creatively marshal resources for a project you are involved with 

- Record of influencing or motivating others to take a particular action 

- Consistent track record of taking on goals or tasks that were deemed high-risk by others    
    
Deep commitment to impacting education inequityDeep commitment to impacting education inequityDeep commitment to impacting education inequityDeep commitment to impacting education inequity    
We are seeking applicants who are passionate about and driven by the objective of expanding 
opportunities for all children, especially in low income communities. Although prior experience working 
in education is not required, all participants should show evidence of a strong desire to desire to learn 
about the achievement gap and a commitment to closing it.  
 
Examples: 

- Prior experience working in or volunteering with high-need communities  
- Evidence of interest in or exposure to education reform  
    
    
APPLICATIONAPPLICATIONAPPLICATIONAPPLICATION    
Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:    
- All applications are due on Friday, December 16th, 2011 at 11:59 EST 
- Please send in your resume and application answers to phillyinnovation@gmail.comphillyinnovation@gmail.comphillyinnovation@gmail.comphillyinnovation@gmail.com        
- Send your application with the subject line    GPIE ApplicationGPIE ApplicationGPIE ApplicationGPIE Application 
    
A. A. A. A.     RESUMERESUMERESUMERESUME    

Please submit your most recent resume with your application. Please ensure you include any 
new programs that you initiated or projects that you led, including goals and results achieved. 

    
B. B. B. B.     NARRATIVE QUESTIONSNARRATIVE QUESTIONSNARRATIVE QUESTIONSNARRATIVE QUESTIONS    

1. We are looking for people for with a strong entrepreneurial drive – please tell us what 
qualities and skills make you a fit for this program. Please use specific examples to illustrate 
these qualities. (Max 500 words) 

 
If you did not participate in the Education Exchange, please answer these additional questions: 
2. What inspires your interest in the Greater Philadelphia Innovation in Education program? 

(less than 300 words) 
 
3. What do you think are the biggest educational challenges or issues in Greater Philadelphia 

that you are drawn to tackle? Please be specific in explaining why you think these challenges 
continue to persist and are difficult to solve. (less than 500 words) 

 
C. OPTIOOPTIOOPTIOOPTIONAL: NAL: NAL: NAL: Is there anything else you would like to add about your candidacy?  


